
Advertising Policy 

This Advertising Policy apply to any advertisement, promotion, contest, sweepstakes, endorsement or other offer, of a different nature and made 

in any form, placed on any Nimses Services, including Nimses Ads, that aims to promote, directly or indirectly any product, service or business. 

This Advertising Policy apply to all ads posted by or on behalf of any individual, business or other type of entity willing to advertise any brands, 

products or services in Nimses ecosystem. 

This Advertising Policy shall be an integral part of the general Nimses terms of services, Nimses Ads terms of services and Nimses Goods 

merchant agreement and is boundary for any user, who has accepted the general Nimses terms of services, Nimses Ads terms of services and/or 

Nimses Goods merchant agreement. 

Please keep in mind that different advertising law and regulations may apply to ads posted by you, and you are solely responsible for 

understanding all applicable local legislation requirements and it is your responsibility to comply with those. Nimses presents only a basic set of 

Advertising Policy herein for our mutual convenience. 

To report an ad that you think may be violating these Advertising Policy, please contact us at support@nimses.com. Also, if you think your 

intellectual property rights, including trademarks, have been violated by any Ad posted on Nimses, please contact us at legal@nimses.com. 

General Rules 

All ads placed in Nimses ecosystem shall include: 

description of the goods and/or services, including the picture; the 

amount of Nims that will be transferred to the User for viewing this ad; 

price of the goods and/or services of the advertiser. 

All ads placed in Nimses ecosystem must not: 

violate intellectual property rights including but not limited to copyright, trademark, privacy rights, publicity, or other personal or 

proprietary rights of third parties; 

contain any defamatory, libelous, or slanderous material; 

be unlawful, tortious, threatening, harmful, harassing, abusive, pornographic, sexually explicit, obscene, patently offensive, or 

otherwise promote racism, bigotry, hatred, or physical harm of any kind; be intentionally false, misleading, deceptive, untrue, or 

fraudulent; 

violate the rights of third parties and/or violate any applicable legislation or terms of use; 

contain malicious code, counters, or other types of code that automatically attach cookies or other devices that track and collect 

user’s information; contain information or images that violate ethical, humanistic, moral norms, neglect the rules of decency; 

contain information or a call for action that may lead to a violation of the law, cause or may cause harm to people's health and/or 

life and/or the environment, as well as cause neglect of security measures; be targeted to the countries subject to U.S. trade 

sanctions and other U.S. export control laws. 

Prohibited Content in Ads 

1 Ads that encourages dangerous or illegal activity 

Ads must not constitute, facilitate, or promote dangerous or illegal products, services or activities. Ads targeted to minors must not promote 

products, services, or content that are inappropriate, illegal, or unsafe, or that exploit, mislead, or exert undue pressure on the age groups 

targeted. 

2. Discriminatory practices  

Ads must not discriminate or encourage discrimination against people based on personal attributes such as race, ethnicity, color, national origin, 

religion, age, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, family status, disability, medical or genetic condition. Ads must not promote bullying, 

including cyberbullying. 

3. Unsafe supplements  

Ads must not promote the sale or use of unsafe supplements, as determined by Nimses Inc. in its sole discretion 

4. Weapons, ammunition, explosives or related items. 

Ads must not promote the sale or use of weapons, weapon accessories, knives, ammunition, or explosives. 

5. Adult products or services 

Ads must not promote the sale or use of adult products or services, except for ads for family planning and contraception. Ads for contraceptives 

must focus on the contraceptive features of the product, and not on sexual pleasure or sexual enhancement, and must be targeted to people 18 

years or older and comply with local laws. 

6. Adult content 



Ads must not contain adult sexual content. This includes nudity or implied nudity, excessive visible skin or cleavage, even if not explicitly sexual in 

nature, images focused on individual body parts, such as abs, buttocks or chest, even if not explicitly sexual in nature, depictions of people in 

explicit or suggestive positions, or activities that are suggestive or sexually provocative. 

7. Sensational Content 

Ads must not contain threatening, gruesome, abusive, disturbing, offensive, vulgar, obscene, distasteful, shocking, sensational, disrespectful, or 

violent content. 

8. Misleading, false or controversial content 

Ads, landing pages, and business practices must not contain deceptive, false, or misleading content, including deceptive claims, offers, deceptive 

methods such as bait-and-switch techniques or other deceiving calls to action. Ads must not contain content that exploits controversial political or 

social issues for commercial purposes. 

9. Non-functional landing page 

Ads must not direct people to non-functional landing pages. This includes landing page content that interferes with a person’s ability to navigate 

away from the page. 

10. Low quality or disruptive content 

Ads must not contain content leading to external landing pages that provide an unexpected or disruptive experience. This includes misleading ad 

positioning, such as overly sensationalized headlines, and leading people to landing pages that contain minimal original content and a majority of 

unrelated or low-quality ad content. 

11. Circumventing systems 

Ads must not use tactics intended to circumvent Ad review process or other enforcement systems. This includes techniques that attempt to 

disguise the Ad's content or destination page. 

12. Surveillance equipment 

Ads may not promote the sale of spy cams, mobile phone trackers or other hidden surveillance equipment. 

13.Grammar & profanity 

Ads must not contain profanity or bad grammar and punctuation. Symbols, numbers and letters must be used properly without the intention of 

circumventing Nimses ad review process or other enforcement systems. 

14. Nonexistent functionality 

Ads must not contain images that portray nonexistent functionality. 

15. Personal health 

Ads must not contain "before-and-after" images, images that contain unexpected or unlikely results or exaggerated or unrealistic claims. Ad 

content must not imply or attempt to generate negative self-perception to promote diet, weight loss, or other health related products. Ads for 

health, fitness or weight loss products must be targeted to people 18 years or older. 

16. Payday or cash advance loans 

Ads must not promote payday loans, paycheck advances or any other short-term loan intended to cover someone's expenses until their next 

payday. 

17. Multilevel marketing 

Ads promoting income opportunities must fully describe the associated product or business model and must not promote business models 

offering quick compensation for little investment, including multilevel marketing opportunities. 

18. Penny auctions 

Ads may not promote penny auctions, bidding fee auctions or other similar business models. 

19. Counterfeit documents 

Ads may not promote fake documents, such as counterfeit degrees, passports or immigration papers. 

20. Spyware or malware 

Ads must not contain spyware, malware, or any software that results in an unexpected or deceptive experience. This includes links to sites 

containing these products. 

21. Automatic animation 

Ads must not contain audio or flash animation that plays automatically without a person's interaction or expands within Nimses Service after 

someone clicks on the Ad. 



22. Unauthorized streaming devices 

Ads must not promote products or items that facilitate or encourage unauthorized access to digital media. 

23. Prohibited financial products and services 

Ads must not promote financial products and services that are frequently associated with misleading or deceptive promotional practices, such as 

binary options or initial coin offerings. 24. Endangered species 

Ads must not promote products derived from endangered or threatened species, as well as the sale of such species. 

25. User data collection & usage 

Ads must not state or imply knowledge of personal data, sensitive information, online activity, or the precise whereabouts of a user. 

26. References to Nimses 

Ads must not falsely imply or suggest any partnership or endorsement by Nimses. 

Restricted Content in Ads 

1.Alcohol 

Ads that promote or reference alcohol are only allowed with prior written permission. 

2. Tobacco Products 

Ads that promote the sale or use of tobacco products and related paraphernalia are only allowed with prior written permission. 

3. Medical Products 

Ads cannot promote the sale or use of illegal, prescription, herbal or recreational drugs, accessories associated with drug use, drug dispensaries. 

Ads that promote medical products, medical services, methods of diagnosis and related products are only allowed with prior written permission. 4. 

Dating 

Ads for online dating services are only allowed with prior written permission. 

5. Real Money Gambling 

Ads that promote or facilitate online real money gambling, real money games of skill or real money lotteries, including online real money casino, 

sports books, bingo, or poker, are only allowed with prior written permission. 

6. Supplements 

Ads that promote acceptable dietary and herbal supplements may only target people who are at least 18 years of age, must not promote products 

that may present risks for consumers (such as those included in advisories by local regulatory agencies), promote weight-loss supplements, 

contain exaggerated or unrealistic claims, include “before-and-after” pictures. 

7. Subscription services 

Ads for subscription services, or that promote products or services that include negative options, automatic renewal, free-to-pay conversion billing 

products, or mobile marketing must comply with applicable local law. Such ad or respective landing page shall clearly display the price of 

promoted service, subscription terms, including clear details on canceling the service. Free trial offers must clearly disclose all components of 

entry. Ad shall not conceal details of hidden offers and must target people 18 years or older. 

8. Financial services 

Ads promoting credit card applications or financial services with accredited institutions must comply with local laws and clearly provide sufficient 

disclosure regarding associated fees, including percentages transaction fees, within the ad's landing page. Ads promoting loans or insurance 

services must not directly request the input of a person’s financial information, including credit card information. Ads must not promote misleading 

or deceptive services related to consolidation, forgiveness, or refinancing, and must be targeted to people 18 years or older.   

9. Political advertising 

Political, election related ads are only allowed with prior written permission. 

10. Drug and alcohol addiction treatment centers 

Ads promoting drug and alcohol addiction treatment centers are only permitted with prior written permission. 

11. Entertainment 

Entertainment related ads for movie trailers, TV shows, video game trailers, and other similar content intended for mature audiences are only 

allowed with prior written permission and must target people who are 18 years or older. Depictions of the following content within these ads are 

not allowed: drugs and alcohol use, adult content, profanity, violence. 



Nimses` rights 

Nimses reserve the right to reject, approve or remove any ad for any reason, in Nimses sole discretion, including ads that negatively affect 

Nimses relationship with users or that promote content, services, or activities, contrary to Nimses advertising philosophy. 

This Advertising Policy is subject to change at any time without notice. 

For policies that require prior written permission, please contact Nimses at support@nimses.com 


